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Dear Mr. Giraudi: 

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) respectfully requests that the Swiss Federal Tax 
Administration (SFTA) provide it with information described in this request pursuant to 
Article 26 (Exchange of Information) of the Convention Between the United States of 
America and the Swiss Confederation for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with 
Respect to Taxes on Income of October 2, 1996 (the "Convention"), the Protocol 
accompanying and forming an integral part of the Convention (the "Protocol"), and the 
Mutual Agreement of January 23, 2003, Regarding the Administration of Article 26 (the 
"Mutual Agreement"). The requested information concerns specified U.S. taxpayers 
and their related domiciliary companies, if any, who established or maintained certain 
accounts at Credit Suisse Group AG and its Swiss subsidiaries and affiliates 
(collectively, "Credit Suisse"), a corporation organized under the laws of and domiciled 
in Switzerland. The IRS seeks this information for the prevention of tax fraud or the like 
in relation to U.S. income taxes. 

Subjects of the Investigation 

The subjects of this request are U.S. taxpayers who at any time during the years ended 
December 31, 2002 through December 31, 2010 had signature or other authority 
(including authority to withdraw funds; to make investment decisions; to receive account 
statements, trade confirmations, or other account information; or to receive advice or 
solicitations) or beneficial ownership with respect to certain specified accounts (as more 
particularly described in the search criteria below) maintained at, monitored by, or 
managed through any office of Credit Suisse in Switzerland. For purposes of this 
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request, this specified group of U.S. taxpayers is hereinafter referred to as "Credit 
Suisse U.S. clients." 

Tax Period 

The taxable period covered by this request is January 1,2002 through December 31, 
2010. 

Factual Basis for Request 

In accordance with Article 26 of the Convention and paragraph 10 of the Protocol, the 
United States believes that the Credit Suisse U.S. clients engaged in conduct that 
constitutes "tax fraud or the like." The factual basis for this reasonable suspicion is 
information received from a number of sources, including information provided to the 
U.S. Department of Justice and to the IRS by Credit SUisse, information received from 
other known Credit Suisse U.S. clients who made voluntary disclosures to the IRS 
under the 2009 offshore voluntary disclosure program, a superseding indictment of 
current and former Credit Suisse employees (the "Walder Indictment" attached hereto 
as Exhibit A), information obtained from interviews of other known Credit Suisse U.S. 
clients, and research of publicly available information on the various Credit Suisse 
entities. 

That information discloses that Credit Suisse built a business model around the 
solicitation of U.S. clients to open and deposit funds into undeclared bank accounts at 
Credit Suisse and its non-U.S. subsidiaries and affiliates. For example, Credit Suisse 
maintained representative offices in New York, California, Houston, and Miami that, 
along with other surreptitious means, were used to facilitate transactions by Credit 
Suisse U.S. clients with their undisclosed foreign accounts. Alternately, on occasion 
Credit Suisse employees would assist U.S. clients by moving currency to and from 
Switzerland. Information from the Walder Indictment and from interviews with, and 
voluntary disclosures by, other U.S. clients of Credit Suisse shows that clients were 
advised by Credit Suisse employees on the use of undisclosed accounts, including in 
many cases the use of domiciliary companies and other arrangements in other 
jurisdictions outside the United States, to conceal the Credit Suisse U.S. clients' 
beneficial ownership of such accounts. Thus, as described more thoroughly in the 
Walder indictment attached and incorporated to this request, the Credit Suisse U.S. 
clients, with the aid and assistance of Credit Suisse, prepared and maintained, as a 
part of a scheme of lies to deceive U.S. tax authorities, documents that falsely and 
fraudulently misrepresented the owners of its accounts with the intent to violate U.S. 
criminal and civil income tax laws. This fraudulent scheme caused an illegal and 
substantial reduction in the amount of tax paid by Credit Suisse U.S. clients with 
respect to income or gains derived from their U.S. or foreign investments. 

IRS examination teams working as part of our offshore voluntary compliance initiative, 
based on interviews and reviews of Credit Suisse account statements, understand the 
following about Credit Suisse accounts with U.S. customers. First, in order to be 
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eligible to open an account at Credit Suisse, the applicant must have offered proof to 
Credit Suisse of his or her citizenship and current residence. Second, in cases where 
the Credit Suisse client advisor encouraged dual citizens to use their non-U.S. 
passports to open the accounts, the client advisor was aware that the client was also a 
U.S. citizen and/or resident. Third, the domicile of the customer is shown on the face of 
the Credit Suisse account statements. 

Based on the experience of IRS examination teams with offshore accounts, taxpayers 
who fail to provide the documents necessary for proper reporting do so in order to 
conceal their income from the IRS. Several of the Credit Suisse customers who have 
been interviewed remembered specifically being asked by their Credit Suisse 
representatives whether they wanted to file a Form W-9 and declare their accounts, and 
they declined. Other such customers said that it was understood from the context that 
their accounts would be undisclosed. 

In this request, the IRS is seeking information relating to tax years dating from as early 
as 2002. In addition, certain events taking place during the several years immediately 
preceding 2002 are believed to be relevant. 

In January 2000, the IRS published the model Qualified Intermediary (QI) Withholding 
Agreement. Foreign financial institutions executing a QI Agreement before or during 
2001 became qualified intermediaries as of January 1, 2001. Executed QI agreements 
impose on Qls certain contractual obligations, in addition to those imposed under U.S. 
regulations, to carry out Form 1099 reporting and/or backup Withholding with respect to 
U.S. source income and certain other amounts paid to account holders known to be 
U.S. persons or presumed to be U.S. persons under presumption rules set forth in both 
the QI agreement and U.S. regulations. The agreement further requires a QI to agree 
to be subject to an audit to be conducted by an external auditor to determine its 
compliance with these reporting and Withholding requirements. Preliminary guidance 
on the QI system was issued in the form of Revenue Procedure 98-27, released on 
March 27, 1998. The IRS is aware that potential Qls began to plan for implementation 
of the QI system shortly after Revenue Procedure 98-27 was released, and began 
requiring U.S. account holders to sell U.S. securities and/or to transfer assets to other 
Swiss accounts, including accounts at Credit Suisse, structured to avoid detection by 
the IRS. 

Credit Suisse entered into a Qualified Intermediary Agreement ("QI Agreement") with 
the IRS, which was effective beginning on January 1,2001. The QI Agreement 
required the bank to verify the identity and citizenship/domicile of its account holders, 
through the collection of either (1) IRS Form W-8BEN, Certificate of Foreign Status of 
Beneficial Owner for United States Tax Withholding (or an acceptable substitute form), 
(2) IRS Form W-9, Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and Certification, or (3) 
documentation described in the attachments to the QI Agreement. The QI Agreement 
clearly states the bank's obligations under Chapter 61 of the Internal Revenue Code 
("IRC") and IRC § 3406, which address reporting and backup withholding requirements 
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with respect to reportable payments, including payments with respect to foreign assets, 
made to persons known to be, or presumed to be, U.S. persons. 

Accordingly, for the years 2002 through 2010, it is clear that any account at Credit 
Suisse with U.S. securities should have had a valid Form W-8BEN (or an acceptable 
substitute form), valid documentary evidence supporting foreign status, or a Form W-9 
associated with the account. It is also clear that all offshore accounts without U.S. 
securities with respect to which a U.S. beneficial owner exercised control should have 
been documented to establish the status of the account holder as either foreign (with 
documentary evidence) or U.S. (with a W-9). A Form 1099 should have been provided 
to the IRS with respect to all such accounts, and in the absence of a Form W-9, backup 
withholding should have been made from all reportable payments (including, pursuant 
to section 5.13(C)(4) of the 01 Agreement, income paid with respect to, and gross 
proceeds from the sale of, foreign securities, as well as interest paid with respect to 
cash-only accounts). The IRS believes that it is highly likely that the U.S. beneficial 
owner exercised control over any account where the account was not managed either 
at the sole discretion of the bank or by a professional asset manager working pursuant 
to a fee arrangement with the bank. 

In or around March 2001, Credit Suisse opened Credit Suisse Private Advisors, an 
SEC-registered and U.S. tax compliant cross-border business for United States 
customers who intended to report their ownership of their offshore accounts and related 
income to the IRS. The IRS believes that Credit SUisse did not, however, include in this 
line of business accounts without U.S. securities over which the U.S. beneficial owner 
exercised control. 

On May 13, 2008, an indictment against former UBS AG ("UBS") private banker Bradley 
Birkenfeld and international banker Mario Staggl was unsealed in the U.S. District Court 
for the Southern District of Florida. The indictment alleged that these individuals 
facilitated tax evasion on $200 million held by California billionaire real estate mogul 
Igor Olenicoff, founder of Olen Properties in Newport Beach, Calif. The IRS believes 
that reactions to the investigation of UBS bankers included withdrawing funds from 
UBS; for example, in one interview of a UBS account holder, an IRS examination team 
was told the U.S. taxpayer closed his UBS account in May of 2008 and the balance was 
transferred to another Swiss bank. 

On July 1,2008, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Flo'rida issued an ex 
parte order approving issuance of a "John Doe" summons under IRC § 7609(f) on UBS. 
The order was widely reported in U.S. newspapers and the financial press. On July 17, 
2008, in testimony at a hearing held by the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on 
Investigations (PSI), Mark Branson, a UBS executive, stated that "UBS will no longer 
provide offshore banking or securities services to U.S. residents through our bank 
branches", and that UBS is "working with the U.S. Government to identify the names of 
U.S. clients who may have engaged in tax fraud." IRS examination teams have learned 
that U.S. taxpayers shifted accounts from UBS to Credit Suisse after UBS started its 
exit from the cross border business. In fact, at least one UBS client advisor, Christos 
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Bagios, moved from a UBS affiliate to Credit Suisse. One or more of these advisors 
took some or all of their clients with them. As a result, the IRS has concluded that 
shifting account assets from UBS to a Credit Suisse account during 2008 and 2009 is 
an indicator that both Credit Suisse and the account holders have attempted to deceive 
the IRS by concealing their assets. 

Another reaction by account holders to the UBS investigation, and presumably in 
anticipation of an investigation of Credit Suisse, was to close Swiss accounts at Credit 
Suisse. IRS examination teams have interviewed taxpayers who were told by Credit 
Suisse that they would have to close their accounts and who were advised by their 
Credit Suisse client advisors to move their money to other Swiss banks rather than to 
the United States. In some cases, the recommendation was explained on the basis of 
tax evasion or avoiding discovery of the accounts. Some account holders were advised 
to use cantonal banks because they have no presence in the United States. The IRS 
believes account holders could have been further encouraged to make such transfers 
when, on December 2,2008, the New York Times reported that the U.S. Department of 
Justice had expanded its investigation into offshore tax evasion to include Credit 
Suisse; the New York Times reported that the investigation into Credit Suisse had 
started in September 2008. 

In March of 2009, the IRS offered an opportunity for U.S. taxpayers with undisclosed 
offshore accounts and assets to voluntarily disclose their tax non-compliance. Of the 
over 14,000 taxpayers who took advantage of this opportunity, at least 939 had 
undisclosed accounts at Credit Suisse and its affiliates, and the vast majority of these 
accounts were at Swiss locations. IRS agents have interviewed U.S. clients of Credit 
Suisse who filed voluntary disclosures as part of this program and they have confirmed 
that Credit Suisse assisted them in structuring their accounts and arranging 
transactions with their accounts in ways that concealed the existence of accounts from 
U.S. taxing authorities. 

On April 12, 2009, the Sonntagszeitung newspaper reported that Credit Suisse had 
between 2,500 and 5,000 U.S. clients with secret accounts, adding that the undeclared 
accounts were worth about 3 billion 'francs (or $2.6 billion). As cited in English at 
Businesslnsider.com the following day, Credit Suisse had started closing down the 
accounts of U.S. clients who had not declared the money to the U.S. authorities, and 
that clients were being given the choice of having their money moved to a subsidiary 
that would disclose the accounts to US tax authorities or withdrawing all funds from the 
accounts. 

On July 31, 2009 UBS, the Swiss Government and the U.S. Government reached an 
"agreement in principle" to resolve their ongoing dispute. The agreement required UBS 
to produce to the Swiss Government for exchange under the Convention the names of 
4,450 United States citizens whose accounts were believed to hold as much as $18 
billion in assets. Formal agreements memorialiZing the terms for the production and 
exchange of such names were signed on August 19, 2009. The agreements also 
called for the IRS to withdraw the John Doe Summons, subject to certain conditions. 
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On September 23, 2009, representatives of the U.S. and Swiss governments signed a 
protocol to the Convention. The new protocol will amend the exchange of information 
provisions of the Convention, including, among other things, removing the "fraud and 
the like" standard. When it enters into force, the new protocol shall have effect with 
respect to information held by banks and financial institutions relating to any date on or 
after September 23,2009. The signing of the new protocol was announced publicly, 
including public release of the full text, on the day it was signed. 

In November of 2009, Credit Suisse released a client letter that included a section 
describing "Information on Improving Transparency in International Payment 
Transactions." This correspondence described the increase in account holder details 
that would be disclosed to correspondent banks with respect to payment transactions, 
effective November 21,2009. 

On August 26, 2010, the Swiss government announced that it had examined 4,450 
UBS accounts as required under the August 2009 agreement. The IRS issued a 
statement to the press that it would "continue to work with the Swiss government as we 
move toward receipt of all account information under the agreement." 

The investigation into Credit Suisse was ongoing on December 31,2010. On February 
23, 2011, four bankers who worked at Credit Suisse Group AG, including Marco Parenti 
Adami, were charged with conspiring to help U.S. clients evade taxes through secret 
bank accounts. This indictment was reported on in the press on the day of the 
indictment. The Walder indictment, which supersedes the February 23,2011 
indictment, was filed in open court on July 21,2011. 

Fraud or the Like Standard 

Paragraph 10 of the Protocol provides that for purposes of the Convention, the term 
"tax fraud" means fraudulent conduct that causes or is intended to cause an illegal and 
substantial reduction in the amount of tax paid to a Contracting State. It further 
provides that this fraudulent conduct is assumed in situations where a taxpayer uses, or 
has the intention to use, devices that generally involve false pieces of documentary 
evidence and "in situations where the taxpayer uses, or has the intention to use, a 
scheme of lies ('LOgengebaude') to deceive the tax authority." Merely because such 
devices or schemes were prearranged by Credit Suisse and offered for use by its U.S. 
clients does not mean that the Credit Suisse U.S. clients cannot be considered to have 
engaged in fraudulent conduct. 

In paragraph 4(c) of the Mutual Agreement, the competent authorities agree that 
conduct constituting tax fraud or the like includes, among other things, situations where 
a person subject to tax in a Contracting State fails to file a tax return that such person is 
under a legal duty to file and engages in "an affirmative act that has the effect of 
deceiving the tax authorities making it difficult to uncover or pursue the failure to file, 
including the concealment of assets or covering up of sources of income or the 
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handling of one's affairs to avoid making the records that are usual in transactions of 
that kind." Paragraph 4(b) of the Mutual Agreement likewise provides that conduct 
constituting tax fraud or the like includes conduct "that involves the destruction or non
production of records, or the failure to prepare or maintain correct and complete 
records, that a person is under a legal duty (tax or otherwise) to prepare and keep as 
sufficient to establish the amount of gross income, deductions, credits, or other matters 
required to be shown by such person in any tax return, if the person has not properly 
reported such amounts in any such tax return." Such failur.es and deceptions were 
prearranged by Credit Suisse and offered for to its U.S. clients as viable options for 
avoiding U.S. information reporting requirements under the 01 Agreement and U.S. 
regulations. Therefore, such failures and deceptions must be considered fraudulent 
conduct on the part of the Credit Suisse U.S. clients. 

The scheme described in this request meets the "fraud or the like" standard. Paragraph 
10 of the Protocol provides that the term tax fraud "may in addition include acts that, at 
the time of the request, constitute fraudulent conduct with respect to which the 
requested Contracting State may obtain information under its laws or practices." Under 
U.S. law, U.S. citizens and residents are required to include and report all worldwide 
income, regardless of source, on their annual income tax returns. In order to deceive 
the IRS, Credit Suisse managers and bankers and the Credit Suisse U.S. clients 
undertook a scheme to defraud the IRS by taking knowing and intentional steps to 
fraudulently and continuously evade large amounts of U.S. tax by, among other things, 
using domiciliary companies to create false records and to create and submit false tax 
forms or to fail to submit the appropriate tax forms. When U.S. account holders failed 
to submit to Credit Suisse IRS Forms W-9, which Credit Suisse was under an obligation 
to maintain under the 01 Agreement, U.S. account holders and Credit Suisse were both 
engaged in conduct that constitutes "fraud or the like." In addition, with respect to 
custody accounts and cash accounts that did not contain U.S. securities, Credit Suisse 
clearly took fraudulent steps to avoid or mask its contacts with its U.S. clients who were 
the beneficial owners of such accounts in order to maintain their anonymity. Through 
this scheme, Credit Suisse and its U.S. clients intentionally deceived the IRS by 
concealing U.S. owned assets and failing to report and pay tax on the related income. 

This request is also consistent with the March 5, 2009 judgment of the Swiss Federal 
Administrative Court, in which the court found that the prerequisites for the granting of 
administrative assistance pursuant to Article 26 of the Convention were met. In this 
treaty request letter and the incorporated attachments the IRS has described sufficient 
grounds to establish a reasonable suspicion of conduct by U.S. taxpayers that violates 
U.S. law and rises to the level of "fraud or the like" within the meaning of Article 26. 

Search Criteria 

The U.S. Competent Authority requests that the Swiss Competent Authority obtain all 
records and information in the custody, possession, or control of Credit Suisse C'the 
bank") relating to the scheme described in this request and the incorporated 
attachments. For purposes of these criteria: 
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An individual account should be considered to have a U.S. beneficial owner 
whenever: (1) a Form W-9 is associated with the account; (2) a Form A (or 
equivalent documentation) indicating a U.S. individual beneficial owner is 
associated with the account; (3) account information indicates that the account 
holder is a U.S. citizen or lawful permanent U.S. resident; (4) account information 
indicates that the account holder has a U.S. domicile; or (5) account information 
indicates that the account holder has a U.S. mailing address. 

A domiciliary company ("DC") account should be considered to have a U.S. 
beneficial owner whenever a Form A (or equivalent documentation) associated 
with the account indicates that the account has a U.S. beneficial owner. For 
purposes of this information request, the term "domiciliary company" or "DC" 
means any entity or arrangement that is organized under the laws of any 
jurisdiction (including the United States) and that is treated as a "domiciliary 
company" for purposes of the Swiss Anti-Money Laundering Act. The term 
domiciliary company also includes any partnership, as well as any other entity for 
which the bank obtained a Form A (or equivalent documentation). 

Accordingly, we seek the following information: 

Any account maintained at, monitored by, or managed through any office of 
Credit Suisse in Switzerland (CS) with a balance in excess of US$ 50,000 at any 
point in time during the period of years 2002 through 2010 for which Credit 
Suisse has no record of filing timely, accurate Forms 1099 naming the account's 
U.S. beneficial owners and reporting to the IRS all payments made to such U.s. 
beneficial owners and having further characteristics described in one of the 
following categories: 

Category 1 - (1) The account is held by an individual (an "individual account") with a 
U.S. beneficial owner; (2) the account includes U.S. securities; and (3) a Form W-9 is 
not associated with the account. 

The IRS believes that any Credit Suisse account described above could satisfy the 
fraud or the like standard. Further, the IRS has obtained information from CS indicating 
that there were CS accounts during the relevant period that meet this description. 

Category 2 - (1) The account is held by a domiciliary company (a "DC account") with a 
U.S. beneficial owner; (2) the account includes U.S. securities; and (3) a Form W-9 is 
not associated with the account. 

The IRS believes that any Credit Suisse account described above could satisfy the 
fraud or the like standard. Further, the IRS has obtained information from CS indicating 
that there were CS accounts during the relevant period that meet this description. 

Category 3 - (1) The account is an individual account with a U.S. beneficial owner; (2) 
the account does not include U.S. securities; (3) there is evidence that the U.S. 
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beneficial owner exercised control over the account; and (4) a Form W-9 is not 
associated with the account. 

The IRS believes evidence that the U.S. beneficial owner was in control of the account 
must be presumed to exist where the account was not managed either (1) at the sole 
discretion of the bank or (2) by a professional asset manager working pursuant to a fee 
arrangement with the bank. 

The IRS believes that any Credit Suisse account described above could satisfy the 
fraud or the like standard. Further, the IRS has obtained information from CS indicating 
that there were CS accounts during the relevant period that meet this description. 

Category 4 - (1) The account is a DC account with a U.S. beneficial owner; (2) the 
account does not include U.S. securities; (3) there is evidence that the U.S. beneficial 
owner exercised control over the account; and (4) a Form W-9 is not associated with 
the account. 

The IRS believes evidence that the U.S. beneficial owner was in control of the account 
must be presumed to exist where the account was not managed either (1) at the sole 
discretion of the bank or (2) by a professional asset manager working pursuant to a fee 
arrangement with the bank. 

The IRS believes that any Credit Suisse account described above could satisfy the 
fraud or the like standard. Further, the IRS has obtained information from CS indicating 
that there were CS accounts during the relevant period that meet this description. 

Documents Needed 

Please provide all records in the custody, possession, or control of Credit Suisse 
relating to the scheme described in this request. Such records should include, but not 
be limited to, the following: 

1.	 Account information (including account opening applications, signature cards, 
IRS forms, account statements, and entity organizational documents such as 
articles of incorporation or other records demonstrating beneficial ownership) 
of Credit Suisse U.S. clients and, if any, their related domiciliary companies; 

2.	 Correspondence and communications between or among Credit Suisse and 
Credit Suisse U.S. clients and, if any, their related domiciliary companies; 

3.	 Internal management information system data related to Credit Suisse U.S. 
clients and, if any, their related domiciliary companies; 

4.	 Internal Credit Suisse communications and memoranda, reports and meeting 
minutes (including desk files or other records of the relationship manager) 
relating to banking and securities activities with Credit Suisse U.S. clients 
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and, if any, their related domiciliary companies; 

5.	 Any REGI file entries associated with that account and any related accounts to 
the extent the information is not included in items 1 through 4 of this list; and 

6.	 Any of the above contained in hard copy or electronic format. When copies 
are available electronically, please provide copies in electronic format. 

Procedures to be Followed 

Please complete the following: 

1.	 Require production of original or true copies of the documents from the 
business; 

2.	 Require Credit Suisse to attach to the documents a Certi'ficate of Authenticity 
of Business Records (sample attached as Exhibit B) completed and signed 
by the person producing the documents; 

3.	 Require that person to affix his or her seal (or stamp) upon the certificate if 
satisfied that, under the procedure followed, a false statement on the 
certificate would subject the person who completed and signed it to criminal 
penalty under Swiss law; and 

4.	 Confirm to Credit Suisse the fact that the business official(s) producing the 
documents may be requested to appear at some.future date, at the expense 
of the U.S. Government, to testify at trial and that, alternatively, if a business 
official chooses not to appear in the United States, a formal deposition of the 
witness at some future date may be requested. 

Need for Procedure Requested 

The IRS and the U.S. Department of Justice needs execution of the attached Certificate 
of Authenticity of Business Records to receive the requested business records into 
evidence in accordance with the requirements of U.S. law. Ordinarily, business records 
may be received into evidence only if a competent representative of the bank or 
business appears at trial as a witness and testifies as to the authenticity of the records 
and the manner in which they are prepared and maintained at the business. However, 
with respect to foreign business records, the appearance and testimony at trial of a 
representative of a foreign bank or business may not be required if the records (or true 
copies thereof) are accompanied by a written declaration such as the attached 
certificate. The statute permitting this procedure (Title 18, U.S. Code, section 3505) 
requires an executed certificate. 
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Confidentiality 

Under Article 26 of the Convention, this request, including the information contained 
herein, is to be maintained on a confidential basis by the SFTA, and it is not to be 
disclosed to any other person unless mandated by Swiss law in connection with 
proceedings for the purpose of enforcement of the request. In particular, we request 
that the specific search criteria contained in this request be kept secret, in accordance 
with paragraph 1 of Art. 20e of the Ordinance of the Federal Council, June 15, 1998. 
When mandated by Swiss law to disclose any portion of this request, only those 
portions and criteria relevant to the particular matter and persons at issue should be 
disclosed, and the SFTA should redact all other portions and criteria from any copies 
disclosed. 

Use of Information 

The IRS and the U.S. Department of Justice understand that any evidence obtained 
from Switzerland can be used to investigate and prosecute any criminal tax violation 
that arose out of the fraud scheme described in this request. In accordance with Article 
26, paragraph 1 of the Convention, any information provided to the United States 
pursuant to this request will be disclosed only to persons or authorities (including courts 
and administrative bodies) involved in the assessment, collection, or administration of, 
the enforcement or prosecution in respect of, or the determination of appeals in relation 
to, the taxes covered by the Convention. Thus, the information may be used in civil or 
criminal cases involving tax enforcement, including cases charging U.S. taxpayers with 
failure to report the existence of non-U.S. bank and financial accounts in violation of 
Title 31 of the United States Code. 

Furthermore, this request shall not be deemed a waiver of any right of the United States 
to utilize other legal processes available in the United States to obtain information 
sought in the request. 
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Authorized Signature 

This request is submitted to the Swiss Competent Authority on this day, 
September 26, 2011: 

Mic anilack 
United States Competent Authority 
Deputy Commissioner (International) 

Attachments: 
Exhibit A - Walder Indictment 
Exhibit B - Sample Certificate of Authenticity 
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